U of G Community Profiles

Employees are an integral part of the University of Guelph community.

We have outstanding staff that, together with faculty, form a collaborative community dedicated to learning, knowledge, and service.

The staff profiles webpage showcases staff of the University of Guelph.

Check back regularly for updates and new profiles!

**Mitchell Expands U of G’s Global Outlook**
Lynne Mitchell is channelling a love of travel, learning and cultures into her new role as international liaison officer for her alma mater. [Read Lynne’s profile.](http://news.uoguelph.ca/2010/08/mitchell-expands-u-of-gs-global-outlook/)

**Expect the Unexpected — in Life and Tennis**
A wheelchair doesn’t stop Cyndy McLean from achieving excellence in sport. [Read Cyndy’s profile.](http://atguelph.uoguelph.ca/2010/06/expect-the-unexpected-%E2%80%95-in-life-and-tennis/)
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